Gun Rights are Decent Political X-ray
Whether or not you vote or otherwise pay attention to politicians, do you wish you had a
way to see inside their minds to know what they think of you?
Libertarian science ﬁction and nonﬁction author L. Neil Smith has pointed out that you can
know what a politician thinks of you and your rights by examining his or her opinions on
gun rights. Smith says it’s as good as an X-ray into politicians’ minds.
It works whether the politician is a Republican, a Democrat, a Libertarian, or something
else.
Don’t make the common mistake and assume the “R” by a politician’s name on the ballot
means they are a supporter of your rights and liberty — most aren’t.
Smith observes that any politician who is uncomfortable with the idea of you or anyone
else walking into a store, plopping down the cash and walking out with any gun you want
without showing a scrap of identiﬁcation or signing even one form, is not pro-gun rights.
If a politician doesn’t recognize your right to own and to carry, openly or concealed, any
type of ﬁrearm you wish — handgun, riﬂe, single-shot, “high-capacity” or fully automatic —
everywhere you go without asking permission, this politician is not a supporter of your gun
rights and probably isn’t a fan of your other rights, either.
Politicians may talk a good game about supporting rights, yet cling to the belief that rights
can come with government-approved limits, licenses, and legislation.
They are wrong.
A right doesn’t come with any such requirements, and anyone claiming they do is not
respecting your rights. They’re probably hoping you’ll be fooled into confusing rights for
privileges as people often do.
Any politician who doesn’t fully respect your gun rights is likely to also believe you need
permission or a license to marry, to drive a car, to open a business, to travel the world, or
to consume certain plants. Such a politician will probably believe you owe a portion of your
property to government. They may quibble over how much you owe, but they won’t doubt
you owe something.
I understand the argument for voting in self-defense. I don’t believe it works, and I think
there are better ways to defend yourself from politicians and their opinions. It’s still good to
know which politicians are worse than the others. Using their stance on gun rights is a

convenient and accurate shortcut to ﬁnd your sworn enemies. I suggest you use it.

